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The Kno ledge'Base-oin Perspective .

My,imaignment for this commission was to project likely. additions 14b

to'ormodifications in. the next generation of teacher preparation programs,

4-. n.
especially those cif an. empiricallysupportid nature. Such a task is

com;licated if only because of the number of different teacher roles in
,.0

s et .

. .

our ..lemintary.and secondary schools. .Tfie
'

ege roles vary, often dramatically,

and ate.differentfated in a numberof ways. There.are teachers who foster
- , .

.

.

growth in the,very young and those who work largely with young. adults.. Thera-

are those who,primbrily teach persons with condi.,tions which greatly

cOnstrAin or handicap their ability to learn and:those who interact largely.
.

, . .
..i .

. . . .

.

-
\Iiith youngsters of exceptional ability. There'ale teachers who instrilct .

basically through.,very different media including music,'machinee, art, .

and-athletics. ,There are!those who teach in settings where youngsters

reflect considerable cultural homogeneityand others who daily are in the

.midst of very. considerable racial and (Natural diversitY. Finally, there

are those who instruct across a spectrum ofsubject areas and those who

specialize in butt) ne of any dumber of academic disdigines.
..

.
.

. - -

Certainly it is far beyond,the capacity of, this writer sand the scope. .

.

. .
.

a this paper to address.the manifold changes'in the many 'areas or doMaina

r

of knowledge' which have the potential for substantix,ely impacting the several

specialized functions embedded in these different teachingroles. Neither
4.

is.it an easy psi( for any one individuill in any inclusive sense on the

one hand or with great precision on the other to identify advances ifi

.recent research and Arvelopment which appear to pertain to any teacher

(and hence any reacherTreilaration program) 'regardles's of their assignment
-

fuliction.

6
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lt.ls possible in general terms to identify guiding principles'

substantiated' by or.evolved frOm recent research related to coretasks

of most teachers. .1 haveidentified five major areas where; recent , .

research inform 'as &nand science of teaching. The first of these
e

research literatures is concerned with thd culture andclimate.ol schools

and how. whet transpires atsthe all -eahCol level contributes to that -

.5

effectiveneas, of individual teachers in .individual classrooms. A second

O

area of empirically-based literature contributes to a Suller understanding
/

of the'ecology'of-the claiiro9m, especially the nature and complexity of
.

common academic tasks Which students engage in. A third literature speaks
.

. .
. .

to.whatwe have learned recently about how young people grow nd d.gtelop

c
. ,11

and especially how they tenci4tcs think

sehooltasks. A fourth research literature contributes to a more complete

$
.

different ages relative to different

understanding and desCription of those patterns.of teacher behaVior found.

to bweff4ctive in terms of mmoting greater-than-expected achlevement

from students. CorolliarY to this research literature are the recent'.

.insights. gained in how to effectively manage a classroom and alter tilt',

4
.social 4ynamics.of'tge clashroom in constructive ways.

o
\

0.

To be sure, the. empirically-supported literature above'represents

5,

.
but a partial review of research related to consionvapd core functions

.

4 O

of teachers. There is a begiMning literatUre rela the way in.whichl'

,jillIPteachers make decisions asthey interact with.stpd in the classrooM
b,

ewhich could be included. Neither advances in teaching methodology.

embedded in or wedded, to the teaching of specific subjects reviewed v

nbr was any attention given to the expanded knowledge base of'how

41.6

factors external to the school bear upon the work of teachers.

From Resialich to Practice
V

A straightforward way to procec;d in territs.ofAhe task cssigned

4
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to me would hay.q been to provide cbrief.explication of the salihne

findings from therme various research studies and suggest'Where they

might. be' incorporated into programs Of teaching edugation. I have chosen.
. r

.

not to proceed in this'mannerinly for two reasons.
O

we4i. First, excellent reviews are provided,in two recent volumes. One of.-
.0 . .

thase publications.is-awoutgrowth of the 1942 Annal.Meeting'og.the .

_ '

, ,
fp

,. .

.

..

American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education and presehts. reviews
."

. a ,
. . .

,of the literatule by a number of distinguished scholars in each of the areas

2 noted earlier. thih yofume is titled Essentiak Knowledge for Beginning

Educators. It was edited by David Smith and published'by AACTE.in

onjunction%withthe ERIC Clearinghouse on leacher,Educationin 1983.
, "

The 4cond".-recent publication which provides thorough reviews of these
.

-,,.

ivariouSbresearch'iltudies is a, special tame of The Eleidentary School
,,..

. .,, .4, . .

Journal. The editor of that, journal, Thomas Good, has a $png and.
.. .

' distinguished history dlo;tudyi6Nteachers and teaching. He also'
, .

.

solicited excellent state-of-the-art reviews from leading'scholars on

0

the topics identified earlier. %bile I briefly address this research.:.

in terms of its iMplidiations for reacher preparation,'I refer the

reader to these two sources which provide both a bxoader and more in-
.

.
depth.overview than possible here.

*.
a

, - The second major reason thatI choose not to address the topic.
. A.*

of the next generation of teacher preparation progfamelargely as a

literature review is a prior concern

might be altered, it not'expanded to

t

for how these programs generally

accommodate these and other--

additionh to our knowledge base. I belieVe thwce is substantial agree-

ient among informedscHolard about the.relevance of this research for
.

:teacher Ireparation already. It is alsd increasingly likely that changes

o.®
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in teacher preparation will be driven; by tests of common or essential

teacher knowle4e. Hopefully,osuch tests will be tied to the empirical.

4 literaturcidentified- at the outset,. However methbdological. difficulties

t

9

.

associated with current testing; let alone the challenges encountered in.

the translation bf research' indings to specific teacher training
. 0

" 1S' .,

practices, suggests much work.yet:to.be done. .Whetber these research.

at findings will greatly impact programs of teacher preparation in the(

near future, de problematic.from:thisperspedtive. There are rather

profound and ,sustaining conditions whi.ce 'continue to mediate the effpaive
. '

0.

adaptation of new to practice in programs of teacher preparation and deter
o

.

larger scale improvements'in genetal. Those conditions need to be addressed,
1

in.. projecting changes in the next generation of teacher preparation .and thPt
I

is .the.firpt purpose of this papet.

Current Problems Inleachet Preparation
a

-

'First, there ism no.question that the levil, quality, and tommitment

111- ' .

. .

of resources which vary considetably aaross the better than 1200
4

I

institutions which.Offer programs of teacher preparation contributes

to the problem. This. is not to say however that smallerainstitetions

whether alone or as part of any number of

at piesent and cannot th the future. offer

state-of-the-art curriculum and instructio

creative consort do not .'

high qtality pOberamavreflecting

.-

1 practise. Nor does this

sugritothat when teacher preparation is embedded in infititutionsmith

a.knowledge production mission that:they de facto serve as flagships

of teaches preparation. We know far better than that. I concur with

what David Clark identified as one of the major consequences of teacher

educiltion being everybody's Business_however when he writes.

O

t.

1.
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....This pattern of proliferation (1) ailutes.the' modest
personnel-and fiecal.resources of the field, (.2) impedes

.

refo efforts that require upgrading of professional
stand deist the level, and (3) divorcee
the b lk of thetraining programs'frpmcenters of know

.

, ledge production about education.
1

Th -lomnipresence of teacher education in higher educa-
tion is linked to four other characteristics, of the

(1) the lack of ielectivity of teacher education
candidates,' (2) the:placement of this teacher training.
at thp undergradUate leNel, (3) Aave.low level of fiscal
support fqr teacher training; am(4) the of a 1!:1

tradition of scholarly inquiry in the field. (Clark, 1984: 8).
.

/16

I
.

I do now however share Ciark's.perception.of widespread mediocrity

across.prograis.mor his characterization of the genera], pool of. teacher

trainers as having,,exhibited 'minimal academic competence'. Admittedly,
.

i'my perspective maY-be biased having just complettd thefirit phase of a ..

4
.

, study of prospective teachers and "e.programs which prepare them in
.:. .

i

my state of Minnesota. We indeed m4y be mere fortunate esthan many. ,

other dtacesor regions th this cp040, ince itappears that generally

we attract academically able students aidilar programs 'Viewed as largely

I do 'maintain that the lollowin, conditions generally constrain

the.qUalitx of teacher preparation -acroai post programs including those

0inn this state:
t

7

`1) the limited.intbgratioin-of a stron foundation in ihe'arts and
I,

'sciences with-programs of teacher preparation -

2) the fimited integration of a strong clinical component through- ,,

.
oht program

Is
of teacher preparation

3) the limited commitment of the best. of our teachers and K-12 schools

to the preparation, of teachers, especially throughout these cl4nical
tif

activities
.

Os
4). the lack of inafitutional dharacteristids and organizational

features which provide coherence to programs and a sense of programmatic

°I collegiality among *ally-and students

.V.
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5) the. limited numbers of course and crediti which/define the-lcoge ..

of programs Of,t04ChQr..0dUCation

Problem Identification Is Not PrOblem_Resolution . ..

0 I g; ' 4.

' It is, I'm.sure, readily apparent to anyone associated. with teacher
es '

pieparation forsde time that

common'concerns. For example,
.

.

. .

these are largely neither, new nor un-

in reverence torthe lack of collaborative

0 development between lilferal arts scholars.ind education professors.

.

a distinguished dean of. the Graduate School of the University of Minnesota

O
.

,

L%

r'

I

9

I

over30 years ago exhorted': .
S.

The time has.come.in American education for the schOiars of
subject- ;matter Oecitilizatibn and those who profesi professional
education to-find,commoh ground and to grapple 'unitedly with
the problemS'Of educapion thht-afe crucial to:0;oncoming
generations of our people. Misunderstandingh,lhere duty
befog the scene, should be swept away. WeakneWihere itia

i discerned, should lead, not to epithets,, but to.efforts.to
build strength.* Bases for mutual.Confidedce and. dokrperatiOn

. should be i'obiced for. If there' is alignment.intveneey camps,
why not mutually explore assumed reasons for hostility and
make sure, that we have, in truth, nicked the:right'enemies.
;o light. Olegen, 1953) .

,

Likewise; the hue and cry eoncerning the pey for a moresubstantivi

and protracted curriculunwas underscored-in a description.ofia series,

of what were viewed as milestone teacher educitiOn conferences held

in the late 1950e: '
\

/ .

. . there ran one main theme (throughout these conferenceh):4
Whatever may be the proper ingredients of courses` -and hours
Wa teacher's education, they cannot all 'be jammed into a ,

four-year program. The teacher needs a. broader and beeper
education than ever before; if this means five, sic, or even
seven yearp of prepargtion, that is the way it will havelto,
be. Part of this theme was the call from all concerned for '

much higher professionalstandards, with the insistence that
higher standards will lure more, not fewer, capable students
into the field. (Nodenfield and Stinnett, 1961: 31).

r

Why is it.that wise women and men over,severat years, if not

generations, have identified the'above as problems in the lnitial

se"

O

'

0

,
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education of teachers, in turcl suggested what appear to be appropriate, .

albeit not always easily achievable, mean for alleviating these"'probIems

and yet appear to have made butlimited proprese iniewmany instances?

Certainly the pro ration of programs with the problems Attendant to 50..

this
0
as noted by Clark pertains here as an xplanation. ,There are other is,

plausible explanations as well. Not the least of which is that the'

problems in the past iiiihaps as at present - really are pot as severe
. ..

Or in crisis proportion, as many critics and reformists would suggest,
,

.

at least'not strong enough.to drive more fundamental changes in programs

. of teacher education. Whatever the reelit7'of.the-pfesent situation, I

suggest that conditions in-the not -too -distantfuture will magnify present4

.shortaominge . 4 .
. .

1 A ,.

Certainly,-the pervasive highly chilled, often pointed rheteric ' .

,

'
Iabout the quality of teathers and tgacher preparation at this time is

notnew.Forexiimple,only:lastweekthe.cover of Newsweek in bold

print asks, 'Why Teachers Fail' across a !drawing of a teacher with a
,

. dunce hat drawn on the blackboird. The lead story in this one of our

country's most rpular magazines goes onto underline a two Age

illustrAion with the caption: Missing the point: TeactIr Training'
.

'often lacks rigor, stressing instead a curriculum of irrelevant courses

in edlicational methodoloe that steals from acadeMic work.".

. .

This period of time in education circles is similar in many ways

to the late 1950's and the post - Sputnik gra. Then, as now, the clarion
1

.

'call was.for higher standards and a return to ehe basics. There was at

that time an-equally-strident, and I might add undferentiated.

'.

indictment of teacher preparation. in 1958 the cover of another

popular journal, Better games and Ga0ens,.and its lead story addressed
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what were'seen as massive shortcomings-1mi leither education. It was

titled, "How Well are Our Teachers Being Taught" Never Worse!" John
,

'Keats the author,of.the lead article in. that jourhal deseribed what he

believed tebe a typical teacher education institution andtermed ft.

*
"Fairly Normal". Helirote:

&future English teacher may spehd one -third of his
time learning 'How to Teach', and as little as one-

'seventh of his time'sivaYing English. For this'reason,
the Englidlcourses are hasty sunieys,with noemphasis'
on mastery of any particular phase of'the material. I

plucked a paper at random from a pile, of l'airlytNormal
freshman essays: It was eight paragraphs long, entitled
"How to Shot a Bow." Unfortunately, the author' will. not
have, an opportunity to increase his proficiency, because

..Fairly Normal requires only'one semester WEnglieh
composition. Four years from now he may be teaching
cOmposition to your child. Or perhaps they may be
teach4pg French, which he did not study in 'either high

-school or at Fairly Normal% because teachers' colleges
believe good teachers can teach literally anything. '(Keats, 1958: 51.52)'.

I

I. am. ot suggesting that are not-in many instances major limitations
....; . ,.

.

in the way teicherb'are prepSred. I identified 5 major concerns earlier.
. . I ' .

.
.

We shouldbe concerned. Those within teacher education should largely
P. .

1
.

.

. lcome the attention revisited upon us once again. I am pointing out that
. .

.

a aim concerns in'the past:have ciuggt the public'sPattention without/
/

major consequence. Certainly prestigious commissions have been formed

in the past to'recommend changes for teacher education without major
. . ..

consequence. I turn now to those conditions and events/6n the horizon,

which have the power to drive more.substan'cive change especially in-terms

of the problems I have identified.
0'

,

Present demographic trends should have a profohd iipact. They could

well trigger a strong coalition of advocates for teacher education. was

asked to address the next generation of.teacher education programs.

4

O 1

0
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In an attempt

3 generations

of the social

reported as a

- 9 -

to prdvide an historical peFspective over approximately

relative to hhangingsocial conditions, I quote from a study
#

cont'ext.of teachers in the.late.1930s. While thislas

national study, obvibusly the teacherlIdescribed below
.

Aed to teach in smaller rural communities:

As to conduct, teachers, board members, students, and
laymen were asked to indicate their approval or disapproval
of.teachers engaging ins' variety of behaviors (for !ale
and female teachers' separately), and inane.study, teachers
were asked touestimate the probable reaction of,the community
to teachers who engaged in such behaviors. . . . The most
universally disapproved forms of teacher behavior -among
the reporting groups were drinking alcoholic liquor and
dating students. Running for political'offide and making ."
.political speeches tended to bedisapproved. , Of perhaps
greater interest are the forms of behavior which were
approved or owaich tere were no clear normative
expectations: dating a town person or another teacher,
4ea4ing thearea over the weekend, buying clothes outside
the area, joining a tea0ets' union, smoking iii private,
dancing, And even teaching conttoversial issues'(mildly
disapproved by board members), , . Expectations on the
female teachers in e few areas were more restrictive than
on .the male teacher, particulatly with, respect to smoking
and playing pool and billiards; . (Cooke & Greenhoe, 1939: 768)..

a

Contrast that witWsocio-demographiclatae my good friend and

colleague Mertin-Habermaneshared in a recenharticler

In 1982; almost one df every,..six student enrolled in the
.public.schools was from 'a poor family andkalmost oneof
every ten was handicapped. More than one of every four
students enrolled was a member of a minority. All these
data were up,from the previous decade.' 7.

If present trends continue--and there'ia every reason' to
believe they will accelerate--the public schools in 200 will
have substadtiat numbers of minority. ldw-income, and
handicapped students. . An increasinenumberlof cities .(and
states) will have.schools where the majority of students
will be characterized by one or more of these attributes
(that is, minority, poverty, handicapped) .

*

In some states, where the minority population will constiT
tute the majority of students, Spanish speakers will dominate

* .

(for exalple, Texas and New Mexico)'. In other states, the
mew majority will be composed primarily of Spanish speakers
and Blacks but will also include several minorities, such as
Asiaiics. and Haitans (for example, California, New York, and
Florida). .

4

*.

.4
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*
In almost every major city pf over 500,000 population,
the majority of stu nts will be those now dyfined As
'minority, poverty, haadicapped. The shift in the
general population from the older industrial areas
to the Sunbelt will not mitigate'this trend. ,Although'
the Sunbelt has almost all the fastest-growing urban '

areas, it is also characterized by large and'rapidly
increasing minority populations and increasingknumber
of *poor people. (Haberman, 1984d! 498-499).

.
Thii increase in ethnic diveisity and the likely concomitant

1

exacerbation of differences in resources and opportunity,betweeri the

'bevel' land the 'have nots' is but .oreflection of,4n more dramatic

demographic trends internationally: At the recent United Nations
.

..
International Conference on,FopulationAg NeFicp City, the population

.

-
p.

data in Figure 1 below was shared.

Insert figure 1 here

New York,City, currently the second,larest city in the world andlout

one.of only three eft/ea of 15 million and over,'is projected as.the sixth.

largest-city by' the year 2000. the United Nations' demographers projiict

20 cities as having 11 million or more people by the_tura-of the century.

"(There are only 7 such

Europe, andlkus,trialia

,size: New York and-

Insert

il&

cities now)

will beyreis

Angeles.

. 71,United Stales, Canada, Western

r esented by only two cities of this

Both or these cities in light of these

si current migration patterns will likely reflec t even more cultural diversity
r

at present with a large Spanish- speaking population. These data.

shOuld give us all pause for reflection.

Again contrast this social context, with more recent socio-demo-

graphic data about teachers. The'Cenier for Educational Statistics.
(1981) repoIted that 91 percent of recent Bachelors Degree recipients

and those newlyOalified to teach were White, non-hispanic; g were
. . , ,

.

1 .
black, and 1.7%'were hispanfee

12
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190 population
(In millions) .

.Projected ..0 population
. (In millioub,

4

1/Tokyolofcobama 17.0. 1/Mexico City 26.3

2/New Yoik 15.6 2/Sao Paulo, Brazil 24.0

3/Mexico\City 15.0 3,Tokyo- Yokohama 17.1°

4/Sao Pat4o, Brazil 12.8 . 4/Calcutta, India 16.6

5 /Shanghai,, China 1L.8 5/Bombay, India 16.0

6/Buenos Aires 10.1 6 /New York4-; 15.5.

.7/LondOn 10.0 7/Seoul 13.1

8 /Calcutta, India% .\.4 9.5 8/Shanghai, China 13.5

,9/Los Angeles 9.5 9/Rio de Janeiro 13.3

10/Rhein-Rhur, W. Ger . 9.3 . 1G/New Delhi, India 13.3

11/Rio de Janeiro 9.2 11/Buenos Aires., 13.2
.

12/Bekingi 12/Cairo, EgiPt- 13.2

13 /Paris 8.8 13/Jakarta, Indonesia 12.8

14/Bombay, India 8.5 14/Baghdad, Irag 12.8

15/Seoul 8.5 15/Teheran, Iran 12.7

16/Moscow 16/Karachi, Pakistan 12.2

17/0sakf-Kobe, Japan 8.0 --1-11-4;tanbur, Turkey 11.9

18/Tianjin, China 7.7 18/Los Ange 11.3

19/Cairo, Egypt 7.3 19/Dhaka, Banglades

20/Chicago 6.8 20/Manila, Philippines 11.1:771
9,

Source/United Nations

Figure 1 The 20 largest cittes in1984 and 2000

"4
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Based oa a large scale study of teacher preparation in the late 70s.,

1A4U4r$er, Joyce an4 Howev, we do.vtl-p the following profile of a
.

.

typical! teachercpudidate.:

1.1

C' .

I
A disdUssion with this average teacher candidate about
1ierbackground creates several impressions. One is of /

provincialism. She still tends'to come froi a small city

from a rural area. She'and her colleagues 'are.clearly
monlingual, with only three percept stating that they could
use either Spanish or. Frinch:as a mediud for instruction.
(fewer than one percent specified any other language).
Five out of etic of the students attended Waage in their
home state, with an amazing twothirds attending college
within 100 miles 'of.. their home. She and most of her'

.colleagues selected their teacher..training institution
because of'the'programs that were available, the cost
factor, convenience to home, and what was perceived as

adequate job'iprospects upop graduation. (Yarger et.al., 1977: 34)4.

There are, of course, major differences among individual teacher candidates

in terms of background and one must be4cautious in terms of attrIbutien

to' social or economic strata.- Recent'atudies at specific institutions

and in more defined regions of the country such as the study undertaktn

by institutions preparing teachers in this state suggest student,profiles

may well vary from region to region and'institution.to institution.

Regardless the largely white, monolingual. and somewhat parochial,

perspective of these teachers appears generalizable. For example, whop

we askediteacher education students in .our preseryice study shout

preferences in terms of the. context in:which they, would like to teach,

only 1 in 3 suggested they would prefer a multi:racial setting.

The majtity desired to teach in either a suburban szlamall town

setting onlyonly 12 percent expressing a preference for an urban

setting. ,Given this background and their likely experience in their

preparation for teaching which will be discussed shortly,this should

not be surprising.

14
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increasingly"profoupd in terms of the attitudes,

-12-

ns should be

ehavior and fundamental

libi-style of many. While.I cannot piedictpe muAtiple implications

of these patterns, the challenge to pdbl eschools, especially given

the present and!for-some-time-in the uture teaching force will be very,

very considerable. It is difficult at to project considerable turmoil

It
/ .

on the horizon; conditions which will greatlychallenge public schools.

. I suggest that conditions in our urbai areas!especially will iddelibly

underline 3 major propositions.

.1. that a strong system of free public schooli is essential to

this country

. 2. that highly competent teachers are the absolute cornerstone

to the success of those schools

3.. -that-greater investment in.the.prepaption of teachers is needed

We should, strenuously reinforce these propositions now with specific,
.

41
proposals for how teacher preparation can be etrengthened.

G 0.

Alternative approaches to the preparation of teaChers.need to' be

explbred-and systematically studied.

individuali as-teachers without .major

educqtion 'should' be pursued. However.. in light of whet' Will be growing,

Means of credentially qualified

commitments of time for further:

not rece4dg, challenges to schools and. teachers, schemes which will
e.

evolve to attract 'more qualified' teachere'or to insure better preparation

for "the realities of the classroom that are founded largely on expedience

will only further contribute' t

I
the challenges which lie ahead. Most

assedly our primary course st be to?ard more substantive and
. Na"`,N,; , 0

protracted-training, Stronger links between general studies, professional

knowledge, and pedagogy studies'ere needed to meet-the"Challenges ahead;

1.5
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The preparation of teachers is of'course integrally. related to the

mission and.structure
di
of schools. How wild our schools accomodate'these

.

*

dramatic shifts in demography? My.close colleague William Gardner provided

4 what I believe was one of the most cogent analysis oethe report issued

by the National Commission on Excellence Iri Education. In his critical

,

analysis he notes10 this Commission which was charged with'apdessing

the extent to which "major socialsas well as educational change in the

°last quarter century bas affected student achivement," largely ignored

the profound impact of the era.of access and opportunity which occurred

Over the last two decades. Likewisp the Commission appeared largely
ly

.
.

.

.

oblivious of the trends noted here. ziWshares Torsten Huan's studied

observation that on both sides of the Atiantic a new educational

underclass- has --evolved-end- -t-hat this-- -is the soap '-setioua..pr.oblem

facing schools today. This is to say that less formallyeducated
.."'"4°.

parents tend' to be suspicious .of the .schools as an institution and very'

early in their school careers youngsters from these homes give up competing

for success. :.The.dropout rate in many urban settings by stu&nts in this,

'underclass' is tragic.testibonyito this observation.

.
Gardner' cautions against proposing simple. solutions to complex

problems, i.e., focusing largely on imposing harder study and harder

subjects and asks for further reflection:

Can it be that after decades of encouraging all young
people to attend high school that we are left with a
pattern of alienation? Do adolescents (and parents)

from the "underclass" perceive the educational race
tc. be decided'beforvit starts along sdcio4Conomic

.

lines? Clearly,' the problem 'noted by Husen is 'potentially,

of the first magnitude; its solution would'involVe far

more'than a. reconsideration pf educational standards.
(Gardner, 1984: 14).

16
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/7
. In a similar criticissof the recent proposals 'or reform Of

% . .

.
.

.

.education the venerable Harold Howe shared'these observations:

n

Dropouts: I lidt this as the iirst'priority; It is
abscautely-ietounding to me that so many intelligent
peiaple could look for.so lOng at American schools and
say sollttle about this 'problem. Jain I. Goodlad says in ;
A Place Called School :' "The quality of an educational
institution must be judged on its holding power, not
just an assessment of.its graduates." I say "amen" to
that.

. -

The factis, of course, that the national groups' issuing
'reports on the schools weren't-terribly interested iv'this
\subject or, even in the! 5.5-percent increase in the school
dropout rate-fro:A.197i to-1982. Their recommendationwfor

'Move-homework, more demanding eoUrseac longer School days,
..7And more-tests are 1kely.to bs.implemented in ways that

will further increase the'number of dropouts,-although some. .

g schools-may be skillful enough to avbid this hazard.
(Howe, 1984: 1). I

. 1
.

IS

*

,Perhaps John Laweont Massachusetts' Commission'of Education makes the
. ,

point most graphitally; "If a kid can't clear...four feetrit doesn't do
,

much goad tobraisethe bar to four. leet, six inches.. It does help to

give more and,better coaching, more? and trainimg,"

The assumption it appears by. many school reformers is that a new

orthodoxy cane created in the name of rigor and quality. Gardner,.
. .

Howe, and Liwson obviously are not opposing high standards'. .Their

argument is:that unless changes in curricular standards are accompanied

as well by fundamental changes in the climate whith exists in many

s.hools, in the way teachers and students are organized, in howthe very .

craft of teaching is pursued, and in how students can be involved in

more authentic ways in learfling, that these efforts,to mandate rigor

0
Will .accomplish little.

It s here that the rowin knowled e base which I identified at

Fromthis science of

pedagtogy is derived much of the teacher pteparayon curriculum which
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. ,

. addresses these critical needs above. The classroom teacher's knowledge

gd subject matter must many times each day be filtered through a repeioire

of skillful 'instructional strategies.. Certain] /, teachers' knowledge
.

of the subject matterin which they instruct is essential but,iiithout.
. 4

insights into the-ecology of the classroom, the nature of learier.and

learning and a command of varying teaching sethodologie3 and a knowledge

of when to employ-these, the result too often is sterile instruction

falling on largely deaf ears.

Future Conditions and Current Constraints

What. is the relationship between a markedly changing social

demography and.the five constraints in present teachIF preparation

identified earlier?. The first of these .was the weak link or lack of

integration between the arts and sciences ourridulum'and professional

education. The need for understandings which contribute to living

Oarmodiougly and teaching effectively in our rapidly changing society :

will' soon surface again as $ priority. I believe that lessons learned from

how many attempted to enhance'our social consciousness in the 1960i are

instructive here. There were many 'quick-fix' responses in our 'Milker

education curricula at thartime. Siegel (1981) speak8 to the ironic

results of such ell-intended efforts:

The jargon of studies intended to-promote social reform--
1 "appreciation of culture and,wprld values," "exploring
114man nature," "ethnic heritage rograms,"."global

perspectives"--cinceals a shallowness'in the reediting ,
curricula. It is not likely-that students will come to
'any real understanding of human nature without study.Ang
literature and history. It's not likely the! "global
perspectifts" will be informed if therare taught without
geograph7 and foreigp languages. "Relevant" 'contemporary
issues can't be-grasped'in any depth without some back-

, .

r

'I
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ground in the natrual sciences, mathematits, and economics.
Popular, contemporary treatment of social issues leads, at
most, to shallow understapdihg of those issues. 'What 'ts
worse, it teaches that hiltory, literature, mathematics,
science and languages are, not' really very important in
dealing with contemporary issues. Such studies promote
nothing but uninformed and undisciplined conviction, which,
even if right, has no roots in knowledge or reflection.
(Siegel 6 Delattre, .1981: 17).

.

A theme such as global understanding hap the power to drive dialogue

and .planning across faculties4Ao forge tronger linki beAeen arts and,

,
sciAnce and teacher edugation faculties. Perhaps 1.0U= t.he move to any'

,
. .

expanded' teacher preparation curricula will remove it from-undergraduate
, .. V ,,

studies. For the time being, however, a
.

mopi viable option! is,to,pursue
.-,

.
4 ,

means of more integrative, ill-institutioAl study of tiff:licher preparation
.:. .

V

a

cfk

at many colleges indhuniversities.- HOW might the foundational study'

identifiedas essential by- 'Siegel be betiiir integrated wit profesdional
.

studies?

Rodtiquez in reviewing holOulticultural parspectives'tend to be
.

. .

addressed at present in teache; education programb speaks to the solution:
. .

The .principle.problew which emerges from' an analysip
of these studies is not one of content but of'the interprets-

.4-tion and application of a multicultural perspective in
. teacher education curricula. The-missing eleient in multi-
culturaLeducation is that it thought Of as subject-
matter and 'not as CcUrticulum-wide consciousnesa. This
ideal -vs real' gap has occurred despite the'best intentions
of literally thousands of dndividuals, schools, publisheis,
state'departmente of education, and accreditation 'agencies,

'The primary reason for this.gap has been the absence of,a
holistic view of thulticultural education, A view which
incorporates and integrates'multicultural"perspectives
and teaching throughout the entire teacher education
program,. (Rodriguez, 1984).

1
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Certainly it is no simple task.to broaden student and faculty.

understandings ofald attitudes towards cultures other than their

own - to'achie0e a curriculum -wide sonsciousnesi. IWilliAm Gardner

and I identified characteristics of OUr college located within a

major university, relative to achieving a global perspective (multi-

J4

cultural could be substituted for global):
.

o It provides faculty with opportunities to be.- international and

comparative in their researchc:10 be universal in .the realm from

kr 4
which dateare drawn, questions are asked, andvideas are tested..

.
..

.
,

° It provides"students with a curriculum representative of ideas and

examples from all, of the world's knowledge, transcending cultures,

''

1
ideologies, IdstoricArepochs, and national boundaries.-

.

o It provides for the presence on campus of faculty from other

countries and opportunities' for our facdity to do research and to
O

,teach in institutions in other countries,

,

° The student.body includes international students in substantial,

mmmbers,to ensure a mix of cultures and viewpoints.in ehe enterprisgo:

of` learning.
i.

o It provides a wide range of opportunities for students, both&

undergra d. uate and graduate, to study and do research abroad.

It enables faculty and students to cooperate across departmental

and collegiate lines in carrying out international projective

International activities are organised qo As to facilitate the

efforts of faculty who Wish to approach questions in an international

comparativek anecross-disciplinarymanner.
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international contributions in the hiring, tenuring,

and salary discussions of faculty.
4 own%

It afforfinaculti, and students

and to serVe\trith internikiona

opportunities, to gait experience

,' 0 .
technical asaistance"projectii and

other kinds p international work..

ih summary,
#

believe that a greater emphasis on a needed global

perspeCtive will underscore the need for examining how contemporary\

. issues can be better relaxed to core.disciplines as Siegel suggests.
. .

This theme can also bring faculty and students together4in a. variety of

projects across colleges. Such alliances are not always easy but *.

k
certainly multiple opportunities exist in manyinstitutiond for°demoni.:

strating not only curriculum balance but numerous interrelationships

,

between general studies and.piofessional teacher education.

The Extended Involvement.of,Teachers

A hecond major constraint identified was the lack of first-hand

. involvement by the best of our teachers in subeitantiveveys throughout

our programs of'teachervOreparation. How might a more effective partner-
.

ship be achieved? A nuMbrof.factors are likely. to promote relativelsy

higher teacher salaries in the immediate future including rather dramatic

changes in many.situations.relative to supply and demand, heightened

public concern about
4

quali;v, and deviations from current collective

IP

bargaining arrangements which are' designed to raise beginning teacher'

salariei. An example of this would be bargaining foiidentical raises'

for all teachers regardless of training or experience during a given

contract,perodein order to build a higher beginning base. Whatever

salary inroads are made in the immediate-future I prediCt will quickly
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be eroded if these.'..xe noto,.s en as contributing to desired achievement

by students. .A look at the present' priorities of teachers is instructive J

. (0

.
here. A major concern now is the Oplity.and status of"teachers. .The

position of the teacbers' organizations is that higher eblerie!1 ",101
. ' .

attract better teachers and enionce.their Status generally. Demonstrating
i

such a link is vfiy unlikely, in the pear future, especially' if I am

correct in my projection of more difficult.times.aheid. The likelihood

is rather thatfteachers will come under even more fire.'

In the long ruin one simply cannot expeCtVtjor advances in teacher'
.g.

saeries without. a) concomitant move toward. initial preparation:sore
,

commensurate with other professionals. It should be 'clear to tHe leaders

4
in the'teacher organizations that the key to significant adva4cement in

4

the status of teachers and what that reflect s. in terms of salary, autonomy

and working conditions, in fact, is.rooted in'their initial preparation.
.

I believe that growing acknowledgement of this will spur the teacher

organizations to wori'More clOsely with their colleagues inhigher,

r-
education in this regard.

11

There is also an important and timely concept through which"teachers

can contribute'in more substantial ways to initial teadieri,preparation

and at the same time enhance their'owtIcredibility. By this I refer to.

the further development of the concept of career lattices. Not with-
.-

standing an increasing emphasis on teacher accountability el; concept

of merit jay, is immeneed in such a political morassand.confrOnted with '

such diverse practical realiges:that'it is,not Iikely,to'gain any

widespread endprsementln the immediate future. On the other hand the

concept ?f differentiated staffing

. specified differences in,the scope
A

'idea which has been with us for a

a

and hierarchical roles with clearly

and nature of responsiblities is an

long time and°it appears that at long

v.

,
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last that its time may have come% Theiost p ycle/

of leadership role for teachers,wbetherthe to employed is master

teacher, senior teacher, or lead teacher is on which places teachers

in a teacher educator function and especially on which can assist

first-hand beginning teachers.

The development of various types of cliqical rofeseor roles assumed

by teachers would communicate to the general public a more professional'
%

s unnecessarily self-

5

. A
.

poeturethan the present one which is often viewed
. . .

.
.

serving. . It. would also have a very important Affect on retaining out-

.
4

standing teachets and of ,,course could matte a very ri019ontribution to
4 ' N. : ill. e

.

addressing what tbellevtis ;he most basic problem cuVrently in programs.
. .

of initial teacher preparation, that of 11ewea2Pdiint41 component.

Coalitions between those in teacher education and the tficher organizations4
.

should be able to garner suppOrt for such leadershili rol s. It is'a

:concept that' has considerable paencylor both beginning nd experienced

teachers,

edocaebra.

yet ielargely misunderstood by both teachers aiid teicher
.

Certainly thii commission should consider how such .a, concep

can be fostered.

Clinical Integration
i.

The third major constrainingfactor identified was that off, clinical

integration throughout programs of teacher preparation including early

I

%

and continuing experiences in schools for prospective teachers\

( .11

In some'respects considerable momentum for address2ng thl problei-has
..

/ .

been:.' already. The most common alterationin programs of
t

teacher tchication across the country in recent years has been the

increased number of hours preservice*teachers spend in schools at

warious stages throughout their preparation program. it is not uncommon

0
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for he prospective,teacher.td have at least 200 hours of 'involvement at

sch ol sites prier to student teaching. In an effort to improve initial

t acher preparation there have been states that have mandated the number
.

of hours which preservice students must spend in these clinidal

activities. While here in the State of-Minnesota there 'has been no

such. mandate fortunately, the-institutione surveyed recently nonethejass

all report more substantive'iftvolvement by their teacher'can4idates in
'

. , .

schools in recent years. While the quantity of experierice.P.

has increased, concern about the quality of these activities

in schools

in many.

instances appears justifiedl:' The occasional observer 'of teacher education
.

policies and practicealwould assume a consiiderable'degree of colla6Oracion
. , a x

?

11 between teacher preparatin and cooperating-schools. One could

expect, given the major responsibility of"cooperating" teachers, that

they would be selected with considerable care, provided specialized

trainfnipand be aubStancially-ritimbursed for"their efforts. this is
4 / Nk. f,

*imply not the case. After examining data about student teaching policies

and practices five across the country in die lat0970s we wrote:

4 Fewer than one-fifth'of the deRartieneNdhaire reported
level of experience as a teacher,' advanced training
or previous supervisory..Oxperience as the most important :

, factors the selection of Coopetating teichers.
iP Xnatead, the general reputation of 'the teacher and a

willingness to work Oth student teachers appear to
be the' chief criteria for selection.

5?

. It mar well be ihat the role laqks appal for many
teachers. A'sense of ptkessional responsibility
on the ode hand and the reciprocal aasistance provided
by the novitiate-in the classroom on the other appear
to be the basic incentives for assuming such a ale. '

.Certainly,. the ;modest Honorarium provided in'half.
the institutions to 'cooperating teachers has limited
drawing power, to put it mildly. The average program
offers .00.00 but many provide none. (This figure
has risen but only modestly in recent years). Various
inkind considerations and faculty assistance tooteachers
of one type or another are provided toilsome degree: No

24
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one practice id common, however, and there are considerable,

differences In term of what -is provided to:teachers .

While the student teaching experience does appear to be the
hull for somicoAkege -school collaboratiofi, It would appear
to. contribute little to advancing schocl prhctices in the'
'vast majority of casey . . (Howey, 1978:,.35)

.
A

There is evenless monetary support for facukty to work with students
. .

*,
atschOlksites in 2117.student.teachIng experiences.' It is ektremely rate,

, .

iOt exampIe when funds are,available to reimburse teachers for their

'participation in these activities. Selection again appears to hinge
. 4

a

primarily on the,availability and willingness of those practicing

7
,_teacbers to work with students in dose ihotter term experiences.

One might infer. from the care and attention g ivento these experiences.

m
%,

in mad), instances that their echiCational value might indeed be problematic

dor""

and there are numeroub references in the literature. which question the

value of many of these field-based experiences,. A. typical characterization-
,

of these early expdtiences has pre-servictteaChers'assuming a limited
,

apprenticeihip role and engaging in lafgely pedestrian tasks (Hoy & Rees,

1977).

0

...
Zeighner suggests that s%udent.teaching itself.appears to embrace.

. .

a rather complicated and subtle aet of both positive and negative cone-
.

quences. After reviewirig the literature on student teaching, he concluded:

Consequently, the literature does not suppoft the contention

that practical experienEes in schools are necessarily beneficial;

nor calit be taken for 'granted that more time spent in school

will automatically make better teachers. There are definitely
many decriments reportedby student teachers in attitudinal

variables by the endof their experience (e.g., self-copcept). -

Probably the most clear-and consistent finding from the
research is that the cooperating teacher has a tremendous

impact on the attitudes and behaviors of student teachers, an

,effect which in home cases Is not desirable.. On the other
hand, the uniVgrsity supervisor seems to have little or no

effect. (Zeichner, 1978:. 59)
44
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There have beets long- standing exhortations for,pre-service teachers

to assume a more scientific, clinical and inquiring posture in theii' '

.

tole. .There isolittle evidence in studies of pre - service teachers
1

in

schools that they engage in.such behavior. Also, little attention,aPpear
,

0

given to the moral and ethical dimensions.of teadbinCin thdse.experiences.

John. Mergendoller speaks to the'comprehensiv patnre,.00the.moral basis

of teaching:

I conceive of,the classsroom having a moral order which
permeates.nearly.every aspect o .tudent life and activity.
Thi status differential between teachers and students is one

: aspect of this moral order, but there are manYilmore; ehfablish-

.. Mint of behavioral norms and acidemie expectations, "sewat:d and

punishment etrategiei, distribution of teacher help and
attention, and group,decisions. I,Oink.theoverarchingt
concept of.a moral-order-is broace#044.to encompass most of
what we do as teachers,but I thin the definition of moral

needs to be spelled .1)quite care_lay. It is...&.word which
invites misinterpritApion. (Mergendtper,'1984: 94).

-.

V.- I am not sure-of the extent to which' the.many.oxperiences which pre,

--i"service students have in schools lie more in the direction of rather.
0

unthinking, pedestrian activities or the extentto which therwire a

lcvariety

of well - conceived activities in hich students a number of

opportunities to inquire, to experiment and to reflect on.the subtleties

and complexities of theclassroom. Whatever the situation may be generally

there can be no doubt that it is at these critical junctures between the

,acquisition of knowledge and the testing of it in classrooms that there is

considerable room for improvement. It it here that the teacher organize-.
r.

ttons can make a most significant contribution. While preservice teacher

i,

educators must, of course, assume "considerable responsibility for.the

type of activity and level of performance which one ran reasonably

expect for preservice teachers in a-variety.of clinical settings,

research confirms the extensive influence of experienced teachers in these

13
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settings. The settings themselves also influence preservice

activities to a very considerable degree.

A Mhtia. better dialogue is needed relative to hag the quality

of these experiences can be maximized throlsh stronger partnerships

. betweeh those in the co4eges.and those in the classrooms. I am
4

cautiously optimistic that, teacher preparation programs will witness a

growing. first-hand involvement by teachers in pre-student teaching,

student teaching and continuing intern types of experiences in the

school's. Again, the basic tbctiC will be'for institutions of higher

education to join hands with teacher organizations to. lobby far monies

to support the training/selection of master teachers who will have as a

primary function the mentoring of beginning teacher education studenti

. throughout all phases of their program. There will be several variations

on this theme with some programsomphasizingrwell-delineated-structUred

-early experiences and/other programs extended forms of student teaching

through internships or induction schemes.

The two major.remaining constraints, the lack of-programmatic

coherence and,adequate space in the curriculum will be addressed

shortly within my brief review of 'the expanding knowledge base. First,

in summary to this-point, I'suggest that visib3,e demographic. trends,

resultant conditions in schools, actions by those within education have the
4

power to generate more fundamental changes in initial teacher preparation.

0 While any numbei. of alternative schemes will evolve to recruit and

prepare teachers for school settings in the short term, in the long

run the push will be to expand initial teacher preparation. The

ti

primary catalyst for this will be the increased recegnition

the essentiality of public schooling and the magnitude of the problems
011111.1011M1
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confront4ng'those schools, especially, in the urban areas. Stronger

coalitions than currently 'exist between\academiCe, teacher educators,

and those within schools primarily,teachOrd throUgh their.teacher

organizations will evolve. \
These coalitions will be difficult but one predictable result will

be a stronger welding between academic disciplines with relevpnt
. .

professional courses and experiences (recall the list of characteristics

of institutions or programs with a global emphasis) and considerably

expanded pedagogical training or clinical'experiences in the schools.'

and community. These coalitions and the interests they represent will

forge various augmentated forms of teacher preparation. I admit, of

course, to the speculative nature of. such a scpnario as well as the
O

largely optimistic or more accurately'a silver-lining-in-a-cloud
.

qNI

projection: It does seem to me however that oro of the oast important

functions that papers prepared for this comnd:,:Tio can serve,is.

/

to'not only identify current and likely future problems but what

possibilities exist for confronting these problems as well.

Research on School Effectiveness ,

The pedagogically related finaings which I believe have the Most '

h.

potential for altering the,structure and form of initial teacher

'preparation are those acquired through a number of recent studies into

what differentiates more successful sch6ols from less successful ApA0.

.StewarePurkey and Mike Smith (1983) provide an excellent review of the
Id

literature on what is commonly termed school effectiveness. Theimportante

of these studies ie especially significant in that they challenge

theigninnption---supperted-by-prior studies of schools (Coleman et. al.,

OL
1966, Jencks, et. al., 1972) that differences among schools in fact have

a"

4
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little effect on student academic_ achievement. __These-more recent
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0

Ibi

.

research studies, while tentative in many respects, nonethelesi support

both Common sense and-theory relative to how schools ia e a difference.

Purkey and Smith conclude ttjat academically effective schools are.

. distinguished by their cultural?), structure, 'and by ,a climate ofg

values and norms that emphasize successful teaching and tearing.. These
A ,

school - level, factors identified below sep the'stage for what goes on in

the clas;rooli and tend to define-Ole climate and the ult re of the
V

school. key organizational/structural variables which they derive from

therliterature include:

1)7School-siteyanagemept,"..

2)1fietructional leadership

'3) Staff stability

J

41!

1..

4) Curriculum articulation and grgotization (articulation speaks

6
to how curriculum is related across grade levels or Subject

areas)

5) School-wideestalf deveropment. . i
,

6) Parental. nvolvemeot and support

.

a

7) Sfhrl-widexecognitior0.of.academic success

8) Maximized, time for learnift

9) Level of disttict support/
i

. gt ,

Certainly fipdings from these studies af.schools are increasingly
t .

.finding their way into programs of initial.preparation. This research
10

should directly affect teacher praparatiOn, and, in ways other thait as

content for study. A numbqr of stares have'already legislated support __

fo r schools which are willing to invest their faculty resources in
t

. ,moving mere fully towardf profiles of effective schools. As this,

P:
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practice expadds there should increasingly be, linkages with programs

of teacher education. Throughoqt the history of teacher education
. _

colleges and universities have ,developed continuing working

relatiodships with laboratory or demonstration. schools. For a variety

of reasons in recent history there has been a decline in such arrange-

ments. It is likely, with' enlightened legislative support that these

.collaborative-arrangements will expand; once again and the likely focus

for such arrangements

dot school-imOrovement,st ar

for Schools targeted ap effective school

While all schools will be influenced

to move towards dose IAeala espoused for effecttvi schools,.pest

history suggesis that the development of prototypes or lighthouse .

. schools which bring together the beet of resources across role groups

and institutions: :6 Wmore predictable course of-action. These partner-

ships revolve around continuing contributions by college faculty to the

1

-school improvement, process in.riturn for exemplary training sites'where-,

multipljetudents can engage in clinical praajce..

.Close working' relationships between those in the-schools.

and those'in higher education relative ducational

innovations,are not new. Such efforts were, central to midy personnel

development programs funded at the federallevel throughout the. 1960s

and 70s. This forma collaboration raises yet another distinct

possibility in terms of how theedlphasison all-school characteristics
.

might impact teachir education programs. I believe the school-effective-
'I

nese/Movement will help promote support for targeted research and

/ 6

development for model programs of teacher education. ,

.......Dey.2.122L.........L.ReilearchatitmtandPrortuni.tatic Coherence

.How might research and development in schools affect similar research

. 30
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and development in teacher preparation? Purkey and Smith in their

review o school, effectiveness literature ialentify four factors which

- appear to be the sustaining characteristics of a productive school cultdre:.
.

.collaborative planning and collegial relationships, a.sense of commopity,.
.

Clear goals and high expectations .commonly shared, and a'sense of order'
I

ind..Aiicipline, Certainly these 'characteristics imply a eloseri working -

, Hrelattonship among teachers than currently is witnessed in the vast .. .,

. . . . .

1 p. t b %. .
majoritiea of schools across this country. The success of groups. which

work closely together on tasks over time in whatever worlOsetting depend

,
.

upon two key'factors. The first is-that thlse persons involved, bring

diffelene abilities to that.task Alich.complement one another; the second
. .

that they can achieve coniensus. 'Sustained collaborative ;ganging is
. . . .

most difficult when. it is conducted by persons who work large/y
r

ys

independent of one.anothei and who bring largely the same strengtis

and similar perspettives to the problem or task. ,

Yet, the moat common practice across this-country is for elementary.
.

teachers to teach basically in what has.been called a self-oonained

classroom. ..This is to say that teachers. are largely responsible for

.teaching all Of the subjects to the tame group of children over the
I' i

course of at least one year: Rarely in these critical years of schooling

do teachers acquire an in-depth specialization in any,given:discipline

nor are they recruited or assigned to teach in that manner. 'Beyond 'that

little consideration has been given to the possibility et incorporating

h mix of teachers in elementary schools who would have their respOnaibilities

ddifferentiated along other lines such as in terms of their expertise In

social development or in special roles that would better bridge the

.schoOl and home. Yet smother posiibilityie a special role which

would allow more attention to the emotional made of the young, especially

31
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the many. who come to school from an,epvironment largely barren in terms

of love and auliport, frail a digniticant adult.
.,

.I im,not projecting'anY-imminentradicalleorganieation of

Schools. 1Wetheless I believe that whatithe school effectiveness
.

literature implies about how schoolieire.organized, combined with the
. .

. ,

. .

magpitude"of the confro4s-many OSaahers.at present let
. . r

, . . ,
. .

.s

alone in the -future, will indeed in'inerementalways move teachers towards

more 'differentiated, complementaryand collaborative relationahip'

4 1-

II

*do especially in elementary schools. While the emphasis at present is on ouv
.

,

. . ,

, . . .
.

- second ary schools itia heir at and Aurricula it.is olearly the' . .' -1,

-,.

.
,

case ;that major.intervenitans4e'schoOla.are needed very early for

many youngsters or .they will be Hoag gone from school to benefit from
A'

JP.
whatever reform occurs atthe.secondary level. Sucha-transition would have

6 ,.

obvi9ue implicationefor the way.in.which.we prepare teachers.'

Juii.isselected.:school sites will, be funded inuterns of,their commitment

to various "forms of school improvement similarly ',believe planned.

* variations -in programs oftelcher education utlichcan be systematically

studied ..will garner support. for 'research, develolmehte and evaluation..
. .

This research.and development needs to address not only the various ways
. . .

in' which teachers might be best prepared but also thp question of just
.2,

which types of teachers and teacher r les are needed at different levels

of schooling.. Some have argued th alteacher preparation has its hands

full attempting to.prepare'teachers for today'S school and cannot lead

in changing schools.. I strongly disagree: What is needed are.

4 .

better alliances within the education profession to cooperatively

ad4ress.the,highly interactive and interdependent question of 1) how'.

' ..,,..
can schools best accomplish' a' broad range, of functions and 2) what .

. ...
.

4
I \

. .

.

types of teachers and what type of training are needed to achieve those goals.

0



(

Support for research and development not-Only between collegeS and K-12
. ,

. .

schools bat-across colleges working in complementary-fashion is needed.
. 1

.

- .

- 0

I suggest the following priorities for programmatiC research and:,

development in, teacher educ'ation;

proclais which reflect both new and strengthened roles and
, ,

'relationship* with those in K-I2 schooli; whether in' earlier and

.00ntinuing experiences which, permeate the entire curriculum or wLetherr

in Internship or induction experiences which extend beyond the ..?TytIt.1.
.s,

ograms.

teaching such as an emphasis on, the 'teacher as scholar'.'. This specific
. r

example should be especially appealing for just as the status of .teadhers.

0111111114) pr.r.., founded on explicitly different orientations oi

4

'is likely to be enhanced through more robust initial teacher preparation
, - .. . t.

programs; so also the image of teachers as more authentic partners in

.
.

the dev9lopment of a knowledge base will greatly enhance their status

in the long run.

3) programs which, develop Variations in the way initial programs

of teacher preparation Can be extended in substantiVe.ways. AACTE has. °

. .--

concisely illustrated a number of options, in their monograph Educating..

'4.

Lin......1....wproiranAprofelisdrolxteireacherEduoation. Pot example,

, both of what are referred to as Pour-Plus-One models are candidate

for more systeMatic research and development. An emphasis shoUld be an

9

the efficacy of the expanding knowledge base as impledented differentially, I.

in these schemes.

,
'4) programs which áa I suggested above concentrate on. more major

alterations in the role of teaching i.e. moving Aron an emphasis on an

# .

all-purpose elementary teacher t(roles'whfch *redid be more ,specializei

and interdependent.

33 . *.
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s To return briefly ,and summarise the school effectilieness research,

this literature has implicatidns 1) not only for inclusion as content .for
ri I 4

study in the .curriculum, but for 2) defining the types .f school sites

with which programs of teacher education should aligli.themselves and

finally and even more fu,dementallyr 3> for suggesting basic' alterations

14,0rograms of teacher education which copld be model,researth and

/ .

devilopmentLeites, In.this latterivein,'this literature suggests that

.0

--more.attentOn to

that those critical

collaborative forms of teaching is needed and,
process 'variables which appear to define the general

,

concept of schoolcultureand .climate should studied in. terms Of how

programs of,teacher edUcatioa are organized

Classroom Ecology .

A
The 'second research literature which can Contribute to teacher'

,

1

preparation is that which examines the ecology, of the classroom from

a variety of perspectivep. In this regaid the Xeview'of Ile intrinsic
f:\ "

character of academic work An elementary and secondary schools by.

Walter Doyle is especially noteworthy. His very dumprehensive

and insightful review and analysis was published in the Summer

1983, Review of Edu,stional Research. This, important work has specific

-,P,,
0

0

applications for a fullqr underataiiding of academic tasks experienced. ,

by both students and teachers and for identifying realistic ways in

which the quality of those efforts can.bp enhanced. This work provides

excellent insights for example into what, students invent for managing a ;

the considerable ambiguity.and risk which is often associated with

different classroom

lok the special 1983

commended, as is the
4

.tasks. The review of ecological studies'by Hamilton

edition of the. Elemeutati School Journal is

work of 'Several scholars-with related lines

t

also to be

of inquiry
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who have studie4 th'i ecology of thS classroom at theF4 West Laboratory'

including Mitman.. Mergendoller, Mien, Ward, and Tikunoff (1981).

The importance of this emphasis oi the ecology of the claisroom

is that it provides a.moreline grained and complete understanding of

many of the dimensions of the classroom as a complex social system.

Such understandings can be prerequisite to actual, instruction in a

classr00m. limiliarity with the discip es'and the perspectiveeof

the numerous itholars who have studied fasarooms whether linguistic, .

social-psychological or anthropological in epature provide as well

a number of excellent conceptual lenses through which beginning students

of education can critically study and reflect on ''the nature of teaching.

and learning. The use of this literature for the type of inquiry
.

,

and reflection advocated for teachers by many is obvious.
-

Cogniiive Psychology

The third general area of research which is especially relevant

4 falls with in the general domain of cognitive psychology. iWinne and
.

'Marx (1981) .reviewed aspects of this literature for the Educational

4

4.

Testing Service relative to what the question of what. should be included

in the .commons portionapf a national teachers' examination. . Winne

and Marx suggest. that cognitive psychology is central to three generic'

aspects of teachi6g::,instrisctionat design knowledge, instructional

delivery' skills or general teaching methodology, and teacher competende-

'An decisionleaking.

They suggest that the lynchpin that ties thesd three geperal

. teacher competencies together are the cognitive strategies employed

by learners as they respond to instruction. They suggest that various

technologies tot instructional design based on cognitive theories of

I.
.6. 35'r

p.
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learning provide a far more generalizable base of knowledge than the

behaviorally-based systems that proceeded them. .,They refer to the

.
emerging research on how students cognitively mediate instructional

4 '

events in the classroom. Fiheloly. they review the reieardron teachers

judgement and' aecision-making which has a somewhat stronger empirical base

at this times '

,

:Navels= (1984) and Clark. i983) also review thsi-latter,literature.
4

.According'to Shavelson,.teacher's.behaVior tends to be guided by more
' w . .

le
4

simplified model olf.the cdmplei reality bf the classroom. Teact.ers

rely on variouksources koconstruct.these realities including their
46

own values obvisuily anddthe oigahizational,co nstraints pf the school.

district and schools in which they work. Rowevei, one potentially. :

impottant source o( information which appears to be largely ignored

in these teachers' 4ecisioisb about classroom activity is the. type
f

cognitive processing which they ask students to engage. in: This

research literature should be of assistance to preserVice teachers

in analyzing various instructional activities in terps,of the kinds

of cognitive abilities they will acquire of students. Given the

considerable limitations which briffin (1983) has fouad in the planning ..

, ,

and decision-making skills of preservice teachers in recent research

I
4 .

conducted-iy.the Texas Research and. Development Centeefor Teacher
.

.

. ,

Education, research findings which link cognitive development to, .

teacher decision-yoking skills would ppear to be especially helpful.

There have been numerous studies as well which examirievarioue

forms of cognitive or learning style which may be more predispositional

and sustaining in character for different learners, including studies .

which focus on cultural differences. Given the-dramktic demographic changes
,

lo.
4% a

ft 0 t
111 36 ,
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noted earlier)in thisvaper. this latter body of information should
.

- become increasingly important in programs.bf teacher preparation.

Many findings derived from Xhosa literatures seem especially suitable
!

for incorporation into micro - teaching settings where the preservice

teacher'can more systematically.ahalyze the effects of different

instructional decisions or strategies.

' Classroom Management

There la of. course also 'a ,growing research literature- on classroom:

.

1 ,.

./

management and organizationAlloth of the publications I noted at the
\ .:

0

outset of this section include .excellent reviews n. this regard. Recent

S

,

major reviews of the literature include those by 8rophA199).,Weber Z1911,7ft;

and Welber& and Waxman (1983). This literature now provides preservice

studenti with .a number of differeni perspectives for managing and .

_

'organiziniclassiagms. This .research it relatively new and .Was in many

way§ first initiated by Kalinin, less thap a qUarter of a century ago.

These studies now provide .the beginnerwith an applied science base

where only a'Estioc,t time ago ,genet's! PsyChologicalPrinciples or such

questionable advise as.,"rUg 'a.4LtAlphip", guided practice. This literature
^

. IA.:

Provides cleir.and:letalled descriptions-of. howhighly successful teachers,

- o

'managesaclissrooms and respond to itudent 'organizationally. Weber

P

outlines seven general strategies of cla sroom managemint, for example.

One family of strategies has its ro ts in social psychology.

Johnson and letutiulp (1981) have conduct Vudies in a numbet of classrooms

across the country where,teichers purpo ely intervene to alter classrooms

to either a largery competitive environmnt, an individualistic environ-

ment or one thais primarily cooperative in nature. They demonstrate

the efficacy of each of these different c issroom climates for different

instructional objectives. in an extensiv review of the literature,-
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they report'el ificant positive correlations between classrooms

with cooperative go structures and a number of desired student outcomes .

including various types 4 f cognitive achievement and desired attitudes

towards school and others.

' In summary, this literatu on classroom management andorganiszation

can Provide the beginning teacher ot only with a number of tlternative

strategies for managing a classroom

conceptual lenses for examining behavio

that behavior in classrooms in which they

again provide a variety of

'their preparation programs.

Effective Teaching'
s'

Themost comprehensive

;teacher education are those

" .

and the potential cruses of

bserve and teach throughout

is

tive studies for

of effective teaching
._

just as there is a

and likely most inf

which look at pattern

itself. There is a teacher effectiveness literatu

school effectiveness data hese. Numeroui sc

.1

ars-h ve provided us excellent

reviews and vitiques of studies in this area includi Rosenshine

(1984), Gager (1980), Goode and BroPhy (1984), and Soar 1983). Patterns

or teaching behavior are articulated which have been sh

4
mentioned at this time. The first has to do

to obtain

greater-then-gekpecied achievement from students of types and

in various contexts. These findings have been derived 6

naturalistic and experimental research. Specific construct

active and direct teaching have evolved. While behavioral rescriptions

both

such as
AP

don't exist, principles to guide instruction for certain go s appear

clear and again alternative ways of thinking about and look at

hould i
teaching are presented.

There are two related areas of research which

. ,

so.be

teacher expectations.
. .

Ce



The very thorough review by Good (1983) relative to the impact of

teacher expectations has multiple implications for teacher education

curricula, Th literhtureoclearly points out that teacher expedtations

are communicated often differentiallyloatudents and.in a multiplicity

of.ways.' For example while a teacher may- verbalize one type of expectation

to a Student, his or her behavior may well communicate a different

massage.. Likewise the dmoulat of time eteacher waits for an answer

from a student, the type of criticism provided to a student, the

way rewards are distributed in a classroom, and the feequency, and type

of interaction 'a teacher has'with students all communicateexpeciations.

The fact that expectations have a profound influence-on both students.'

attitude and achievement underscores the sigoificance of this literature."

The incorporation of thisNknowledge,into.the teacher education curriclum.

should piovide beginning taachers with better understandings of and more

\ . sensit$vity to the multiple messages whichathey communicate in the

\ .

classroom.

. The teacher expectation' literature can also assist the prqservice

teacher in examining the moral and ethical dimensions of teaching.

In this regard, Alan Tom (1984) in his recent bookleaching As A Moral
0

ciCraft provides an-ewellent complementary perspective to the reviews

of the.literature on teaching effectiveness noted earlier.

Finally, the pioneer work of. Bruce Joyce (1980) and his colleagues

relative to the development of a variety'of models of general teaching

should also be noted when discussing teaching effectiveness. ,Numerous

studies have supported a correlation between effectiveneds 1n the class-
,

room and the adaptability of the teacher. Teacher. adaptability in many

respects is related to the, repertoire of teaching skills which a

I



teacher.possesses. Joyce provides a fouttption for examining\how social'

and personal as well as cognitive goals may be promoted in the classroom,
9

thrJugh the use of.a variety of general tenher methodologies. Certainly

Joyces work speaks directly to the-concerns raised in recent studies about

the limited range of'instructional strategies and teaching tactics employed,

in Many high school classrooms across the country.

4 / While this review was limited to studies related to teaching effective-.

ness, there are of cpurae other factors which will considerably' impact' ,

the teacher. preparation curricula in the next generation. Not the least

.of these, of course, are the rapid advancements in technology. One

can only speculate for example on the variety of ways a melding of the

two great delivery systems of television and computers 'will effect .

teecherpreparation.

In summary, I have suggested that the'growilpg knowledge base feyiewed

here however. potent it may be for enhancing teacher effectiveness, is

not likely in itself, to be enough.,of a catalyst to alter teacher

preparation in significant fashion in the short run. This is not"meant

:0

r-
to demean the word of many outstanding scholars nor the efficacy of

this research but rather to suggest that past

- has demonstrated the difficulty of altering programs of teacher education- --------

substantially.

Thus, in this paper I have tried to identify a number of salient

factors external as well as internal to education which I believe

have the power in the future to restructure these programs in more
;.1

substantial ways and which will allow for much fuller consideration of

how the various domains of knowledge which were reviewed above might-.
4.r

best be incorporated into teacher preparation. The emphasis in this
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paper has been on an analysis of which factors might be further abetted

by a commission such as this so that the ,knOwledge-to-practice transition

becomes more than the occasional production of a new course or two or the

incorporation Of.tontent into existing courses. Therefore common, oross-

cutting problems 001 constraints inmany teacher preparation programs

were identified and suggestions fbr how these might possibly be addressed

were shared. Hopefully this exercise will be of assistance to, the commission.

s

or,

4

4

4 4s
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